No. CBSE/SECY/SPS/2020

To,

All the Heads of Institutions
Affiliated to CBSE

Subject: Online submission of UDISE data-reg.

As you are aware that Unified District Information System for Education (UDISE) had been initiated in 2012-13 regarding collection of integrated DISE information for elementary education and secondary education. It is one of the largest Management Information Systems on School Education. All the schools in India are to complete their UDISE+ data through online platform at the earliest.

However, it has come to notice that some of the CBSE affiliated schools have not filled in UDISE+ data on online platform. Non submission of UDISE+ information shall lead to violation of rule no. 12.2.2 of Affiliation Bye-Laws.

In light of above, all the school authorities are directed to fill the UDISE+ data pertaining to 2019-20 accurately through online platform immediately.

(ANURAG TRIPATHI)
Secretary

Copy to:-
1. DS to Chairman- for kind information of Chairman, CBSE.
2. All H.O.D.s/Regional Directors of the Board-with request to further dissemination of information to schools and to monitor the status of UDISE+ data submission.
3. The Head (M&PR), CBSE for further publicity of this circular.
4. All Regional Officers/Heads of COEs of the Board- with request to further dissemination of information to schools and to monitor the status of UDISE data submission.
5. The DDG (Statistics), DoSEL, Room No. 1, West Block-II, Wing-VI, R.K. Puram, New Delhi -110066

(ANURAG TRIPATHI)
Secretary